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Abstract
We apply the superfast divide-and-conquer MBA algorithm to possibly singular n × n Toeplitz-like integer input matrices and extend it to
computations in the ring of integers modulo a power of a random prime.
We choose the power which barely fits the size of a computer word; this
saves word operations in the subsequent lifting steps. We extend our early
techniques for avoiding degeneration while preserving the Toeplitz structure. Our resulting algorithm supports nearly optimal randomized bit cost
estimates for the solution of possibly singular Toeplitz and Toeplitz-like
linear systems of equations, various related fundamental matrix computations (rank, null space) as well as computing the univariate polynomial
gcd and resultant, Padé approximation, and rational interpolation where
all input values are integers.

0
0.1

Introduction
Background and our progress

Matrices with the structure of Toeplitz type are ubiquitous in computations
in sciences, engineering, and signal processing (see, e.g., Kailath and Sayed
(editors) 1999 [KS99], Pan 2000 [P00, Section 1.1], Pan 2001 [P01], and the
bibliography therein). In computer algebra, some of the most fundamental
problems amount to or can be reduced to solving possibly singular but consistent
Toeplitz systems of linear equations M x = b. Algorithms in Pan 2002 [P02],
[P02a], and Pan et al. [PMRWa] apply to nonsingular integer input and rely
on Hensel’s lifting. We accelerate these algorithms and extend them to the
∗ Supported by NSF Grant CCR 9732206 and PSC CUNY Awards 65393-0034 and 664370035
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singular case by combining them with a variant of the superfast divide-andconquer MBA algorithm due to Morf 1974, 1980 and Bitmead and Anderson
1980 [M74], [M80], [BA80], (also see [P01, Chapter 5]). This algorithm applies
to the structured matrices having small displacement rank (see [KS99] and [P01]
on this fundamental concept); the Toeplitz input is a special case.

0.2

The complexity of Toeplitz and Toeplitz-like computations modulo a prime power

Hereafter, log stands for log2 , m(n) is the arithmetic cost of multiplying two
polynomials of degree n, and µ(d) is the bit operation cost of multiplying two
integers in the range from −2d to 2d . We have
2n − 1 ≤ m(n)
2d − 1 ≤ µ(d)

≤ min{cclass n2 , ck nlog 3 , (cck n log n) log log n}, (0.1)
≤ min{Cclass d2 , Ck dlog 3 , (Css d log d) log log d}, (0.2)

where log 3 = 1.5849625 . . ., cclass < ck < cck , Cclass < Ck < Css , cclass ,
Cclass , ck , Ck , cck and Css are constants, and the abbreviations “class”, “k”,
“ck”, and “ss” refer to the “classical”, “Karatsuba’s”, “Cantor and Kaltofen’s”,
and “Schönhage and Strassen’s” algorithms, respectively (see, e.g., Bernstein,
2003 [B03], von zur Cathen and Gerhard 2003 [GG03]). Hereafter V = (vi,j )i,j
denotes the matrix with the (i, j)th entries vi,j , V T = (vj,i )i,j is its transpose,
and |V | = 1 + maxi,j |vi,j |. The vector v = (vi )i is a special case of a matrix V .
Given two positive integers n and w, a positive , a random prime p such
that log p = O(log(n log |M |)), an integer vector b, and a Toeplitz-like n × n
integer matrix M of rank ρ, our solution modulo pw of the a consistent linear
system M x = b requires generating O(n log n ) random bits and performing
A = O(m(n) + m(p) log p) arithmetic operations with the precision of w log p
bits provided that with a probability of at most  we may output failure or
erroneously conclude that the system is inconsistent. Clearly, the A arithmetic
operations are the word operations if log p is within the length of a computer
word. The computations amount to
B = O((m(n) + m(ρ) log ρ)µ(w log p))

(0.3)

bit operations. (0.3) exempliﬁes our general format of O(aµ(b)) where O(a)
bounds the arithmetic cost and O(b) bounds the bit precision of computing; we
have a = m(n) + m(ρ) log ρ and b = w log p in (0.3).
The bound (03) covers the cost of the certiﬁcation of the correctness of
the output and thus the consistency of the system M x = b; the failure of our
algorithm only implies the inconsistency of the system with a probability within
1 −. We state this bound for a prime p randomly sampled in a suﬃciently large
interval, but it also holds for a large ﬁxed prime p and a random Toeplitz integer
matrix M due to an estimate in Daykin 1960 [D60].
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0.3

Combination with Hensel’s lifting and nearly optimal
complexity bounds over the rationals

The results of our computations modulo pw can be applied to initialize the
generalized Hensel lifting algorithm in [PMRWa] followed by a rational number
reconstruction algorithm based on the algorithms in [GG03], Wang and Pan
2003 [WP03], 2004 [PW04], or Monahan 2004 [M04]. To keep the precision of
computing within the length λ of a computer word, we ought to let pw ≤ 2λ . In
this case only the reconstruction stage requires a higher precision of computing.
To save lifting steps and word operations, we follow the recipe of the saturated
initialization in [PMRWa] and choose w = λ/ log p for a ﬁxed prime p.
Under the Boolean (bit-operation) model of computing we nearly reach optimality for the solution of an integer Toeplitz linear system. Namely for this
solution, our algorithm uses O(nm(n)µ(log n)+nµ(n log n)) bit operation. This
2
is within the factor of m(n) µ(n)
n2 from the information lower bound of n log n;
the latter bound follows because each n values representing the output may
have up to n log n bits. Indeed, these values are the ratios of the pairs of detern
minants, whereas the determinants can be as large as n 2 because Hadamard’s
bound is generally sharp.

0.4

Extensions

Besides solving a linear system M x = b, the extended MBA algorithm probabilistically computes the determinant of M , the rank of M , a vector from the
null space of M and a shortest generator for a matrix whose columns form a
basis for the null space of M . The bit cost bound of (0.3) applies. Furthermore,
the known techniques (see, e.g., [P01]) enable extension of the algorithm and
its nearly optimal cost estimates to computing the univariate polynomial gcd,
lcm, and resultant as well as Padé approximation and rational interpolation.
The complexity estimates for system solving and computing a vector from the
null space and the determinant are of the so called Las Vegas type, that is, they
cover the correctness veriﬁcation, but not so for the other listed problems, which
are thus of the so called Monte Carlo type. In particular our algorithm outputs
a lower bound on the rank of M which equals the rank with a probability of at
least 1 − .

0.5

Comparison with related works

The algorithm in [PMRWa] supports the same complexity estimates as in this
paper for the average integer Toeplitz matrix. For the worst case Toeplitz input
and for a Toeplitz-like input, however, the estimates in [PMRWa] increase by
the factor of n and thus exceed ours by this factor. The growth occurs at the
initialization stage of solving the linear system M x = b modulo pw , w log p ≤ λ,
and is avoided when we apply our version of the MBA algorithm modulo pw .
The original works [M74],[M80], [BA80] have introduced the MBA algorithm
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for the computations in the rational, real and complex ﬁelds. The lifting approach requires its implementation in the ring Zpw of integers modulo a prime
power, and applications to polynomial computations require the coverage of a
singular input. Randomized preconditioning in Kaltofen and Saunders 1991
[KS91] enables us to avoid the singularity issue, but one still should extend
to the computations modulo pw the algorithm for the compression of the displacement generators. This algorithm must be recursively applied in the MBA
algorithm to yield the claimed overall complexity bounds. In Kaltofen 1995
[K95, Appendix] this problem is handled with introducing the order of n log2 n
random bits, but one may rather easily save the factor of log n bits [P01, Section
5.7]. Furthermore, in Pan 1992, [P92, Proposition A.6] the problem was solved
deterministically over polynomial rings, and in [P01, Section 4.6.2] the latter
deterministic solution was extended to any ﬁeld. Our present paper carries the
deterministic extension over to the ring of integers modulo pw . We also clarify
and elaborate upon the entire MBA construction in this ring, which is required
to support the implementation of the algorithm in [PMRWa] since so far this
has not been done clearly enough.

0.6

Organization of the paper

In the next three sections, we recall some background on structured matrices,
Toeplitz/Hankel-like matrices, and Hensel’s lifting. In Sections 4–6, we elaborate upon the MBA algorithm for recursive factorization of a matrix and related
matrix computations. In Sections 8, we bound the precision of the computations. In Section 9, we cover the issues of pivoting and randomization versus
degeneration. We estimate the arithmetic and Boolean (bit operation) complexity in Sections 7 and 10. In the Appendix we recall some relevant properties of
displacement generators and demonstrate the BCRF trees by examples.

1

Displacement representation of structured
matrices

We specialize our study to the matrix structure of Toeplitz type but next state
some basic results for more general matrix structures (cf. [P01]).
Definition 1.1. Displacement operators L of the Stein and Sylvester types map
an n × n matrix M into its displacements L(M ) = ∇A,B (M ) = AM − M B and
L(M ) = ∆A,B (M ) = M − AM B, respectively. (The operators ∇ and ∆ are
closely related to one another (cf. Theorem A.2).) A and B are n × n operator
matrices, r = rank L(M ) is the L-rank or the displacement rank of M . If
L(M ) = GH T ,

(1.1)

G = (g1 , . . . , gl ) and H = (h1 , . . . , hl )

(1.2)

are l × n matrices, then the matrix pair (G, H) (nonunique for a ﬁxed L(M )) is
an L-generator (or a displacement generator) of length l for M , l ≥ r. (G, H)
4

is also a generator of length l for L(M ). If M is an m × n matrix and l is
small relatively to min{m, n}, then M is said to have the L-structure or to be
an L-structured matrix.
Theorem 1.1. [P01, Theorem 4.6.4]. Given an L-generator (G1 , H1) of length
l for a matrix M having L-rank r ≤ l, it is suﬃcient to use O(l2 n) arithmetic
(ﬁeld) operations to compute an L-generator (G, H) of length r for the matrix
M.
The theorem is supported in any ﬁeld by the algorithm in [P01, Section
4.6.2].
We also need the following simple results.
Theorem 1.2.
a) ∇A,B (M −1 ) = −M −1 ∇B,A (M )M −1 for a nonsingular M ;
b) L(aM + bN ) = aL(M ) + bL(N ) for scalars a and b, matrices M and N ,
and any linear operator L, e.g., L = ∇A,B , L = ∆A,B , for any pair of
matrices A and B;
c) [P01, Theorem 1.5.4]: ∇A,C (M N ) = ∇A,B (M )N + M ∇B,C (N ).
We may represent L-structured m × n matrices M in compressed form via
(m + n)l entries of their short L-generators and operate with these matrices
according to the following ﬂowchart:
COMPRESS −→ OPERATE −→ DECOMPRESS
(cf. [P01]).
Equation (2.1) is an example of compression. With Theorems 1.1 and 1.2,
we dramatically decrease the computational time and memory space in the
OPERATE stage (also see the next two sections). On the DECOMPRESS
stage, see our Theorem 2.3, [P01, Sections 4.4–4.6], and Pan and Wang 2003
[PW03].

2

Toeplitz and Toeplitz-like matrices

Definition 2.1. T = (ti,j )i,j is a Toeplitz matrix if ti,j = ti+1,j+1 for every
pair of its entries ti,j and ti+1,j+1 . Especially, for any scalar f and vector
n−1
v = (vi )n−1
i=0 , deﬁne the n×n unit f-circulant matrix Zf = (zi,j )i,j=0 , zi,i−1 = 1,
i = 2, . . . , n; z1,n = f, zi,j = 0 for other pairs (i, j), and deﬁne the f-circulant
n−1
matrix Zf (v) = i=0 vi Zfi with the ﬁrst column v. (Note that Zfn = fI and
that every matrix Z0 (v) is lower triangular.)
Theorem 2.1. For any pair of distinct scalars e and f and any Toeplitz matrix
T , there exist nonunique pairs (Ze (u), Zf (v)) and (Z0 (w), Z0 (x)) such that T =
Ze (u) + Zf (v) = Z0 (w) + Z0T (x).
5

Theorem 2.2. Multiplication of a k × n Toeplitz matrix by a vector is a subproblem of multiplication of two polynomials of degrees k + n − 2 and n − 1; the
coeﬃcients are the entries of the input matrix and vector, respectively.
Definition 2.2. An m × n matrix M is Toeplitz-like if r = rank L(M ) is small
relatively to min{m, n} and if M is given with its L-generator of length l = O(r),
where L = ∇Ze,Zf , L = ∇ZeT ,ZfT , L = ∆Ze ,ZfT , or L = ∆ZeT ,Zf for a ﬁxed pair
of scalars e and f.
For example, here is the displacement of a Toeplitz matrix T = (ti−j )n−1
i,j=0
with l ≤ 2 [P01, page 120]:
∇Ze,Zf (T ) = Ze T − T Zf = (Ze t− − ft)eTn−1 + e0 (eJt − ZfT t−)T

(2.1)

n−1
for t = (ti )n−1
i=0 , t− = (t−i )i=0 , and any pair of scalars e and f. Note that

|∇Ze,Zf (M )| ≤ (max{1, |e|} + max{1, |f|})|M |.

(2.2)

It is suﬃcient for us to use e and f in the set {−1, 0, 1} (see Theorem A.1).
Theorem 2.3. [P01, Example 4.4.2].
∇Ze ,Zf , e = f. Then
(e − f)M =

l


Let (1.1) and (1.2) hold for L =

Ze (gj )Zf (Jhj ).

j=1

Theorems 1.1, 2.2, and 2.3 together imply the following corollary.
Corollary 2.1. An n × n matrix M of displacement rank r given with its
displacement generator of length l for L = ∇Ze,zf can be multiplied by a vector by
using O(m(n)l) ring operations or alternatively O(m(n)r + l2 n) ﬁeld operations
for m(n) in (0.1).
The next results extend the displacement representation of a Toeplitz-like
matrix to its blocks.




Il 0
0 0
and P1 =
Theorem 2.4. Let P0 =
be n × n matrices. Then
0 0
0 Il
Zf P0 − P0 Zf = fen−1 eT0 − el eTl+1 , Zf P1 − P1 Zf = en−l−1 en−l − fen−1 e0 for
any real f.
Corollary 2.2. Deﬁne P0 and P1 as in Theorem 2.4. Write L = ∇Ze,Zf ,
δ = δL,i,j (M ) = L(Pi M Pj )−Pi L(M )Pj = (Ze Pi −Pi Zf )M Pj −Pi M (Pj Zf −
Zf Pi ) for i, j ∈ {0, 1}. Then rank δ ≤ 4.
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3

Generalized Hensel’s lifting for a linear system of equations and its initialization

Let us brieﬂy recall the lifting algorithm in [P02, P02a, PMRWa]. Its input
consists of three integers h, q and s, h > 0, q > 0, s > 1, a vector b ∈ Zn , and
two matrices M ∈ Zn×n and Q = qM −1 mod (qs) satisfying
M Q mod (qs) = qI.

(3.1)

In h lifting steps, the vector x(h) = (qM −1 b) mod (qsh ) is output. Each step
essentially amounts to multiplying the matrices M and Q by a vector with the
precision of O(log max{qs, γ}) bits for γ = 2n|M | + |b|. For a suﬃciently large
h in O(n logs γ), the rational vector x = M −1 b is recovered from x(h) . For a
Toeplitz input matrix M , the overall bit operation cost of lifting is bounded by
B = O(m(n)nµ(d1 ) logs γ), d1 = log max{qs, γ}

(3.2)

for m(n) in (0.1), µ(d) in (0.2). This also covers the cost of randomized Las
Vegas recovery of x from x(h) .
The algorithms in [PMRWa] initialize lifting by computing a matrix Q and
two integers q and s such that (3.1) holds where q and s are the powers of a ﬁxed
integer p > 1. These algorithms involve more than n2 arithmetic operations
with the precision of over n bits, that is, more than n3 bit operations for the
worst case input matrix M , but according to the estimates and experiments
in [PMRWa] the precision and the bit cost are less than that by the factor for
the average integer Toeplitz matrix M . In our present paper we dramatically
accelerate the initialization for the matrix M in the worst case. We compute Q
satisfying (3.1) for q = 1 and s = pw by performing O(m(n) log n) arithmetic
operations with the precision of log s bits, that is, O((m(n) log n)µ(log s)) bit
operations.
Technically, our algorithm extends the divide-and-conquer MBA algorithm,
which recursively factorizes a preconditioned input matrix and computes and
inverts its nonsingular submatrix of the maximal rank.

4

Recursive block triangular factorization of a
strongly nonsingular matrix

The reader may ﬁrst assume computations with rationals, although we are going
to specify these computations in the rings modulo a prime power later on.
Definition 4.1. Let M (k) denote the k × k leading principal (that is, northwestern) submatrix of a matrix M . M has generic rank proﬁle if M (k) are
nonsingular matrices for k = 1, . . . , ρ where ρ = rank M . A nonsingular matrix having generic rank proﬁle is called strongly nonsingular. Deﬁne the Schur
complement of the nonsingular k × k block M00 = M (k) in a general 2 × 2 block
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matrix
M=


M00
M10

M01
M11


(4.1)

as follows:
−1
S = S(M, M00 ) = S (k) (M ) = M11 − M10 M00
M01 .

(4.2)

Applying the block Gauss–Jordan elimination to M , obtain the well-known
block triangular factorization




−1
M00 0
I
0
M01
I M00
.
(4.3)
M =
−1
0
S
I
0
I
M10 M00
det M = (det M00 ) det S.

(4.4)

If M is nonsingular, then (4.1) implies that S is nonsingular, and we obtain
  −1



−1
I
0
M01
0
M00
I −M00
−1
.
(4.5)
M =
−1
0
S −1
0
I
I
−M10 M00
(4.3) implies the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. If M is nonsingular, the S −1 is the southwestern block of M −1 .
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that h > 0, k > l > 0, and M (k) and M (l) are nonsingular matrices. Then a) (S (l) (M ))(h) = S (l) (M (h+l) ), b) S (k−l) (S (l) (M )) =
S (k) (M ).
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 a) together imply the following corollary.
Corollary 4.1. If an n × n matrix M is strongly nonsingular, then so are all
Schur complements S (l) (M (k) ), l = 1, . . . , k − 1; k = 2, . . . , n.
Due to this corollary, we may recursively extend factorizations (4.3) and
(4.5) to the matrices M00 and S provided M is strongly nonsingular. Choose
M00 = M (k) with k = n/2, apply factorizations (4.3) and (4.5) recursively
to M00 and S, and stop when you arrive at 1-by-1 matrices. This deﬁnes
the balanced complete recursive (block triangular) factorization of a strongly
nonsingular matrix M and its inverse (we use the abbreviation BCRF). Let us
associate the BCRF of M with a binary tree Tn,n as follows. M is the root with
the left child M00 and the right child S. Extend (4.3) and (4.5) to every internal
node N of the tree. Identify the two children of N in the tree as its leading
principal block of the half-size (the left child) and the Schur complement of this
block in N (the right child). This extends the assignment of the children M00
and S for N = M . The leaves of the tree are 1-by-1 matrices. We refer the
reader to Appendix B for demonstration.
Algorithm 4.1. The BCRF of a strongly nonsingular matrix.
Input:

a strongly nonsingular n × n matrix M .
8

Output:

M −1 and the BCRF of M and M −1 .

Computations: Deﬁne the BCRF tree T (M ) = Tn,n , then recursively compute and invert all matrices associated with its nodes according to the following
rules:
Invert the leaves (1-by-1 matrices) directly, then recursively invert all other
nodes based on factorization (4.5) and its recursive extension. In each recursive
step ﬁrst invert both children; immediately thereafter invert their parent. Inverting two siblings, proceed in the following order: invert the left sibling ﬁrst,
then compute and invert its right sibling based on (4.5) or its extension. Stop
when the root M is inverted.
Due to (4.4), we immediately extend Algorithm 4.1 to computing det M .

5

Extension to matrices having generic rank
profile

Algorithm 5.1. The BCRF of a submatrix of a matrix having generic rank
proﬁle.
Input:
Output:

a matrix M having generic rank proﬁle.
ρ = rank M and the BCRF of the submatrix M (ρ) and its inverse.

Computations: Proceed as in Algorithm 5.1 but with an additional provision
in the case where a computed leaf S (k+1,k) equals zero; in this case output ρ = k
and the BCRF of the matrices M (ρ) and its inverse and stop. If S (k+1,k) = 0
for all k ≤ n−1, then write ρ = n and stop when M is inverted (as in Algorithm
4.1).
The BCRF tree T (M ) = Tn,ρ computed by using Algorithm 5.1 is a subtree
of the BCRF tree Tn,n associated with Algorithm 4.1. For ρ < n, the computation stops where a leaf equals 0. In this case we deﬁne the output subtree: ﬁrst
delete from Tn,n the leaf S (ρ+1,ρ) together with all unprocessed leaves, that is,
all leaves S (i+1,i) for i ≥ ρ; then recursively delete every parent having no child.
Simple techniques extend Algorithm 5.1 to computing the matrix rank and the
null space and solving a singular linear system of equations [BP94, Section 2.2],
[P01, Section 5.2], [P03, Section 6].

6

Towards the generic rank profile property

If a matrix M of rank ρ has generic rank proﬁle, then, due to Corollary 4.1,
we may safely compute the BCRF of the matrix M (ρ) and then invert this
matrix over the rationals. Our next goal is to preprocess any matrix M to
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turn it into a matrix having generic rank proﬁle. If M is an n × n real nonsingular matrix, then we may compute the BCRF of any of the two strongly
nonsingular matrices M T M or M M T and then compute and output M −1 =
(M T M )−1 M T = M T (M M T )−1 and (det M )2 = det(M T M ) = det(M M T ).
In fact we also have W 2 ≥ W (k) 2 , W 2 ≥ S(W, W (k)) 2 for all k if
W = M T M or W = M M T (see [GL96]).
The recipe does not work for sin
gular matrices M such as M = 00 01 , but various randomized preconditioners
( [KS91], [P01, Sections 5.6 and 5.7], Chen et al. 2002 [CEKSTV02] and the
bibliography therein) probabilistically ensure the generic rank proﬁle property
for any matrix M over any ring. Let us specify a preconditioner well suited for
Toeplitz-like computation.
Theorem 6.1. [KS91]. Let M ∈ Rn×n for any ring R. Let S be a ﬁnite set of
cardinality |S| in R or its extension. Let L and U T be a pair of n × n unit lower
triangular Toeplitz matrices, deﬁned by the 2n−2 subdiagonal entries of the pair
of their ﬁrst columns. Let these 2n − 2 entries be randomly and independently
of each other selected from the set S under the uniform probability distribution
on S. Then the matrix U M L has generic rank proﬁle with a probability of at
least 1 − ¯, where ¯
 = ρ2 /|S|, ρ = rank M ≤ n.
For a ﬁxed positive ¯, we may ensure the above probabilistic bound 1 − ¯ by
choosing
)}.
(6.1)
S = {z ∈ Z : |z| ≤ n2 /(2¯
Under (6.1) we generate at most (2n − 2)log(2n2 /(2¯
)) random bits and
have
|U M L| ≤ n2 |U | · |M | · |L| ≤ n6 |M |/(4¯
2).
(6.2)

7

The arithmetic cost estimates

Theorem 7.1. Let M be a Toeplitz-like matrix given with its displacement
generator of length r. Assume computations with rationals. Then the arithmetic
cost of performing Algorithms 4.1, 5.1, and preconditioning in Theorem 6.1 is
bounded as follows: O(m(n)r 2 log n) with m(n) in (0.1) for Algorithm 4.1 (which
also covers computing det M ); O(m(ρ)r 2 log ρ) with ρ = rank M for Algorithm
5.1; O(m(n)r 2 ) for preconditioning M with M T , and O(m(n)r) for the Toeplitz
preconditioning in Theorem 6.1.
Proof. The displacement rank of all matrices in the BCRF of M , UML or M T M
is in O(r) due to Theorem 4.1 and the results in Sections 1 and 2. By applying
the algorithm that supports Theorem 1.1, we operate with their displacement
generators of length O(r). Now Theorem 7.1 follows from Corollary 2.1.
Remark 7.1. For smaller ρ and/or larger r, it can be faster to operate with
the entries rather than displacement generators.
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8

Bounding the precision of computing

Assume that we are given a prime p, an integer w ≥ 1, and a strongly nonsingular matrix M in Zp and let us seek a matrix Q satisfying (3.1) for q = 1,
s = pw . We apply Algorithm 4.1 performing the computations in Zpw . This
means the precision log(pw − 1) ≤ w log p and the bit operation complexity A log µ(w log p) where A denotes the arithmetic cost estimates in Theorem
7.1. Unless w log p exceeds the length λ of a computer word, A equals also the
number of the word operations involved. Practically, one should choose
w = λ/ log p

(8.1)

to save the subsequent lifting steps and word operations. This policy was called
saturated initialization in [PMRWa].

9

Degeneration and randomization

Since M is a strongly nonsingular matrix, we only need to care about degeneration at the stages of the compression of displacement generators, at which we
employ Theorem 1.1 and the algorithm supporting it. To explain how to avoid
degeneration in these computations, we need the following deﬁnition.
Definition 9.1. Let m, u ∈ Z, m > 1. Then u has the order s in m if s is the
maximal integer such that m−s U ∈ Z.
Now, we avoid degeneration at the compression stage by always choosing
the pivot that has the smallest order in p among all candidate entries. It is
easy to verify that this indeed enables us to avoid divisions by the multiples of
p, even under the partial pivoting, where we minimize the order in p among
the entries in the same column of a matrix.
We may relax the assumption that the matrix M is strongly nonsingular
by relying on the application of Algorithm 5.1 (instead of Algorithm 4.1) and
Theorem 6.1, which holds in the ring Zpw . This enable us to handle nonsingular
rather than strongly nonsigular input matrices M .
The next results show that the transition from Z to Zp is unlikely to cause
degeneration where p in O(n log(n|M |)) is random and large enough and also
where p is ﬁxed and p/n is large while M is random.
Theorem 9.1. Fix  > 0. Suppose that w is a positive integer, M ∈ Zn×n is
nonsingular, and a prime p is randomly sampled from the range (y/20, y] under
|M |
the uniform probability distribution in this range where y = nξ ln
≥ 114,
w
16 ln 114
ln114
ξ = 16 ln 5.7−ln 114 = 16αβ = 3.278885 · · · , α = 16ln5.7 = 0.17006750 · · ·, and
1
β = 1−α
= 1.2049303. Then we have
P = Probability((det M ) mod pw = 0) < .
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(9.1)

Proof. See Theorem 10.1 in [PMRWa].
Theorem 9.2. For two integers p (a prime) and positive n, the fraction of
exactly 1 − p1 Toeplitz matrices in Zn×n
are nonsingular, and the fraction of
p
1
1
1 n−1
exactly (1 − p ) (1 − p + p2 )
such matrices are strongly nonsingular.
Proof. See [D60] and Theorem 10.5 in Kaltofen and Lobo 1996 [KL96].
Theorems 9.1 and 9.2 show that the transition from Z to Zp is unlikely to
cause the degeneration of a matrix M where p is a suﬃciently large random
prime of the order of n log |M | as well as where p is a ﬁxed moderately large
prime, and M is a random integer Toeplitz matrix.
The extension of the latter estimates to the case of Toeplitz-like matrices is
an interesting open problem. If we detect degeneracy in the process of computing
the BCRF, we may change the basic prime p or try the heuristic recipe in
[PMRWa, Section 10.3], that is, ﬁrst invert in Zp a matrix M +GH T for random
(or for random Toeplitz) n × i matrices G and H for a small i; then invert it
in Z, and ﬁnally extend this to inverting in Z the matrix M based on the
Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury formula [GL96, page 50].
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The overall bit-complexity estimates

Let us summarize the overall bit complexity estimates of computing the triple
(g, k, Q). Choose a random prime p and consider the problems of inverting a
Toeplitz-like matrix M in Zp as well as the extensions to linear system solving
and null space computations, based on the well known techniques (e.g., in [BP94,
Section 2.2], [P01, Section 5.2] or [P03, Section 6]).
Preconditioning in Section 6 does not aﬀect the overall asymptotic bit complexity bound except that 2n − 2 random parameters must be generated and
we should replace |M | by |M |n6 /(4¯
2 ). By computing a shortest displacement
generator for W V − I and verifying that it vanishes, one may certify that the
output matrix W is the inverse of the input matrix V . Here we assume that
the matrices W and V are given with their short displacement generators. We
combine Theorems 1.1, 1.2, 6.1 and 7.1, and exploit the cited extensions to
computing the matrix rank and a vector in (or a generator for the basis for) the
null space and to solving singular linear systems of equations.
The following theorem summarizes the resulting complexity estimates.
Theorem 10.1. Suppose that we are given two positive numbers  and ¯ and
a suﬃciently large positive y and let a prime p be randomly sampled under
the uniform probability distribution in the range (y/20, y]. Let w be a positive integer. Let a displacement generator (G, H) of length r = O(1) be
given in Zp for an n × n matrix M . Let p > 1 + n2 /(2) (cf. (6.1)) and
(ξ/)ρ ln(|M |n6 )/(4¯
2 )) ≥ 114 for ρ = rank M and the constant ξ in Theorem 9.1 where w = 1. Then it is suﬃcient to deﬁne two random unit
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lower triangular Toeplitz matrices L and U T by generating 2n − 2 random integers in the range (−n2 /(2¯
), n2 /(2¯
)] of (6.1), and in addition to perform O((m(n) + m(ρ) log ρ)µ(w log p)) bit operations for m(n) in (0.1) and
µ(d) in (0.2) in order to output either FAILURE with a probability of at most
 + ¯ or a shortest displacement generator in Zpw for ((U M L)(ρ) )−1 . The latter bit cost bounds also cover solving in Zpw a linear system M x = b where
log |b| = O(n log |M |) or determining that the system is inconsistent in Zpw as
well as the cost of computing the rank, a vector from the null space of M , and
a displacement generator for a matrix whose columns form a basis for the null
space of M . The cost bounds do not cover the certiﬁcation of the rank, the basis,
and the inconsistency of the linear system.
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Appendix
A

Some Properties of Displacement Operator

Theorem A.1. For any 4-tuple of scalars (a, b, e, f) and any matrix M , the
matrices ∆A(a),B(b)(M ) − ∆A(e),B(f) (M ) and ∇A(a),B(b)(M ) − ∇A(e),B(f) (M )
have rank of at most 2, provided that A(u) = Zu , B(v) = Zv ; A(u) = Zu ,
B(v) = ZvT ; A(u) = ZuT , B(v) = Zv , or A(u) = ZuT , B(v) = ZvT .
Proof. Combine the relations
∆A,B (M ) − ∆E,F (M ) = EM (F − B) + (E − A)M B;
∇A,B (M ) − ∇E,F (M ) = (A − E)M + M (F − B);
rank(A − E) ≤ 1 if A =Za , E = Ze or if A = ZaT , E = ZeT ;
rank(F − B) ≤ 1 if B =Zb , F = Zf or if B = ZbT , F = ZfT .

Theorem A.2. [P01, Theorem 1.3.1]. If an operator matrix A is nonsingular,
then ∇A,B (M ) = A∆A−1 ,B (M ). If an operator matrix B is nonsingular, then
∇A,B (M ) = −∆A,B−1 (M )B.

B

BCRF trees (Examples)

Figure 1 and 2 show two sample trees for 8 × 8 and 5 × 5 matrices M where we
write S (k,l) = S (l) (M (k)), k ≥ l (see Theorem 4.2 a) and S (k,0) = M (k).
It is immediately veriﬁed that Algorithm 4.1 completely and correctly deﬁnes
the computation of the BCRF. For example, given an 8 × 8 matrix M in Figure
1, it deﬁnes the following order (where c(N ) means “compute N ”, i(N ) means
“invert N ”):
i(S (1,0) ), c(S (2,1) ), i(S (2,1) ), i(S (2,0) ), c(S (4,2) ), i(S (3,2) ), c(S (4,3) ), i(S (4,3) ),
i(S (4,2) ), i(S (4,0) ), c(S (8,4) ), i(S (5,4) ), c(S (6,5) ), i(S (6,5) ), i(S (6,4) ), c(S (8,6) ),
i(S (7,6) ), c(S (8,7) ), i(S (8,7) ), i(S (8,6) ), i(S (8,4) ), i(S (8,0) ).
Figure 3 shows the BCRF tree for a singular 8 × 8 matrix of rank 5.
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Figure 1: Generic BCRF tree T8,8 = T (M ) for an 8 × 8 matrix M .
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Figure 2: Generic BCRF tree T5,5 = T (M ) for a 5 × 5 matrix M .
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Figure 3: The BCRF tree T (M ) = T8,5 for Algorithm 4.1 applied to an 8 × 8
matrix M of rank 5 having generic rank proﬁle.
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